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About This Game

It's shoot-'em-up arcade action at its best! Use an incredible assortment of heavy artillery to blast away enemy tanks and planes,
and fight your way to victory. What ar 5d3b920ae0
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This game is. A $1 ticket for a one way trip to nostalgia, SOLD!. Do not buy this game under any circumstance. I bought this
game because I loved playing it on my XBOX360. I thought the game would look the same on my PC, it doesnt!!! This game is
badly ported to the PC. The resolution is low, the graphics are bad and there is no controller support. Basically, the lack of
controller support kills the game!!! RIPOFF GAME DO NOT BUY.. dont waist your money on this, its no good.. Better on the
Xbox with two sticks:( this follow the curseris for the birds!. It's good, but I wouldn't of played this if it wasn't theback when I
was 6.. Poor port from a game that is meant as a twin-stick shooter. Played this on the XBox 360, and it excels there, while the
simplified controls for this port make it less satisfying: mouse controls both movement and aim. Impossible to win the game this
way. Also no multiplayer, which was present in the XBox 360 version. Very disappointing.. Epic fun! Musthave item )). Heavy
Weapon is yet another PopCap game with the working formula of a simple game principle getting harder by the level. In this
case, it is navigating a tank with considerable arsenal through the war-torn levels of a rather. well. it's hard to really describe it. I
can only say that I have gotten stuck on the third level a little already, which is both embarrassing and still encouraging that I just
try on and on.
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